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EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF ENERGY SOLUTIONS TO THE
STOCHASTIC DIFFUSIVE SURFACE QUASI-GEOSTROPHIC
EQUATION WITH ADDITIVE NOISE
NATHAN TOTZ
Abstract. We continue our study of the dynamics of a nearly inviscid periodic surface
quasi-geostrophic equation. Here we consider a slightly diffusive stochastic SQG equation
of the form #
dθt ` |D|
2δθt dx` put ¨∇qθt dx` |D|
δdWt “ 0
ut “ ∇
K|D|´1θt.
Analogous to the previous work [35], we find that we can construct global energy solutions
as introduced in [22] for any δ ą 0, so that any small amount of diffusion permits us to
construct solutions. We show moreover that pathwise uniqueness of these energy solutions
holds in the presence of sufficiently high diffusion δ ą 3
2
.
1. Introduction
We consider the existence and uniqueness of global solutions to the following stochastic
SQG equation defined on T2:
(1.1)
#
dθt ` |D|
2δθt dx` put ¨∇qθt dx` |D|
δdWt “ 0
ut “ ∇
K|D|´1θt,
where ∇K :“ p´By, Bxq and |D| is the Fourier multiplier with symbol |ξ|, and dWt is space-
time white noise. This system is a generalization of the classical deterministic inviscid surface
quasi-geostrophic equation:
(1.2)
#
Bθ
Bt
` pu ¨∇qθ “ 0
u “ ∇K|D|´1θ.
Equation (1.2) is a geophysical model in atmospheric sciences which has been systemat-
ically studied by Constantin, Majda, and Tabak [12], who were motivated to study (1.2)
because of its formal similarity to the 3D Euler equations; by Pierrehumbert, Held, and
Swanson; by Held, Pierrehumbert, Garner and Swanson and others (see [11, 12, 27, 36] and
references therein). This equation has since attracted a lot of attention in the pure math-
ematics community. Many interesting results describing the behavior of (1.2) have been
obtained, see e.g. [8, 16, 18, 37, 43]. The question of global in time existence and uniqueness
of strong solutions to (1.1) or global regularity is still an outstanding open problem, just
as for the 3D Euler equations. We recall that a solution θ of (1.2) conserves }θ}Lp for all
1 ď p ď 8, as well as the 9H´
1
2 -norm.
Resnick [37] proved the existence of deterministic weak solutions to (1.2) in the class
θ P L2, and Marchand [34] extended to the classes θ P Lp, H´
1
2 . These results crucially rely
1
on the classical conserved quantities of the equation. In [35], the authors followed a method
of [1] to construct solutions almost surely in the class θ P H´3
´
of a related modified SQG
equation
(1.3)
#
Bθ
Bt
` pu ¨∇qθ “ 0
u “ ∇K|D|´1´δθ
almost surely with respect to an invariant Gaussian measure which serves as a substitute for
the conserved quantities at low regularity. The results in [35] required δ ą 0. This is because
in the δ “ 0 case the nonlinearity of (1.3) fails to make sense even in the distributional sense,
and the consequently the construction method used in [1] fails.
In an attempt to understand the well-posedness of (1.2), the following diffusive modifica-
tion of SQG has been proposed:
(1.4)
#
Bθ
Bt
` |D|2δθ ` pu ¨∇qθ “ 0
u “ ∇K|D|´1θ.
Equation (1.4) inherits a notion of criticality associated to the L8 norm of the solution,
since this is the strongest of the norms that are a priori conserved in the inviscid case (1.2).
We call the equation subcritical, critical, and supercritical when δ is greater, equal to, or
less than 1
2
, respectively.
The global well-posedness of L2 solutions in the subcritical case δ ą 1
2
was established by
Constantin-Wu [15]. Global existence of solutions in the more delicate critical case δ “ 1
2
were
independently shown by several authors [29], [7], [13] using a variety of novel techniques. As
with the inviscid equation, global well-posedness in the supercritical case δ ă 1
2
remains an
open problem. However, there are a number of well-posedness results both local and global
for sufficiently small initial data, c.f. [17, 20, 28] and their references, as well as regularity
results (see for example [41] and its references).
In this paper we consider a different method of randomizing (1.2) formed by adding a
stochastic forcing term along with a diffusion term, yielding our original equation (1.1). The
particular choice of diffusive term and noise term are balanced so that the Gaussian invariant
measure agrees with the conserved L2 norm of the solution. This invariant Gaussian measure
plays a key role in our analysis.
The fundamental obstacle in constructing solutions to nonlinear stochastic PDE is that
their solutions must necessarily lie in extremely rough spaces of functions in which the non-
linearities of the equation cannot be directly defined in the sense of distributions. There are
by now a number of differing versions of probabilistic solutions that overcome this problem,
including the paracontrolled solutions introduced by Gubinelli-Imkeller-Perkowski [23], as
well as the regularity structures developed by Hairer [26]. We choose here to study the so-
called energy solutions of (1.1), a forerunner of paracontrolled solutions introduced in [22],
used in [24] to study weak probabilistic solutions to the stochastic Burgers equation, and
elaborated upon in the lecture notes [25]. For the precise definition of energy solutions, see
Definitions 5.1 and 5.2. Our result is contained in the following
Theorem 1.1. Let δ ą 0 and T ą 0 be given. There is an ǫ0 ą 0 depending on δ and T so
that for every ǫ P p0, ǫ0q the following holds:
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‚ (Existence) Denote s “ p´ǫq^p2δ´1´3δǫq. There exists a probability space pΩ,P,Fq
so that for every θ0 P FL
8,s, there exists almost surely an energy solution θ to (1.1)
with initial data θ0 with mean zero in the class Cpr0, T s : FL
8,sq. The solutions are
stationary with law given by a Gaussian measure with correlation 1
2
}θ}2
L2
.
‚ (Uniqueness) If moreover δ ą 3
2
, then energy solutions to (1.1) are pathwise unique
in Cpr0, T s : FL8,sq, and consequently can be extended to a global solution in the
class Cpr0,8q : FL8,sq.
Remark 1.1. The Fourier-Lebesgue space FL8,s above is defined in the next section and
corresponds at the level of scaling to the standard L2-based Sobolev class H´1
´
in the
subcritical regimes δ ą 1
2
, and Hp2δ´2q
´
in the critical and supercritical regimes 0 ă δ ď 1
2
.
The regularity class does not increase with increasing diffusion in the subcritical regime due
to the dominance of the linear terms of the equation and our choice of regularity of the
stochastic forcing term.
Remark 1.2. We observe that, just as in [35], the endpoint case δ “ 0 corresponding formally
to a stochastic inviscid SQG cannot be treated with the method used here.
Remark 1.3. The sense of pathwise uniqueness that we use here is made precise in Definition
10.1.
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1.1. Notation and Analytic Setting.
1.1.1. Functional Analytic Setting. Let Z2
0
“ Z2zt0u, and let pekqkPZ2 be a complex orthonor-
mal basis of L2 with e0 “ 1 and e´kpxq “ ekpxq. We take the Fourier transform of f P T
2 to
be
fˆpkq “
1
4π2
ż
T2
fpxqe´kpxq dx,
so that
fpxq “
ÿ
kPZ
fˆpkqekpxq.
Define the space of Schwarz functions S pT2q by the space of functions f P CpT2q for which
the seminorms supkPZ |k
αfˆpkq| are bounded for any choice of α. The space of tempered
distributions S 1pT2q consists of the linear functionals f : S Ñ C continuous under the
weak˚ topology induced by the above seminorms on S . Accordingly, for any f P S 1 the
Fourier transform fˆ for f is well-defined by duality, and moreover |fˆpkq| grows at most
polynomially in k.
We will only consider tempered distributions f with mean zero fˆp0q “ 0. For any s P R
and 1 ď p ď 8, the Fourier-Lebesgue spaces FLp,s are defined by
FLp,s “
$&
%f P S 1 : }f}pFp,s :“
ÿ
kPZ2
0
|k|ps|fˆpkq|p ă 8
,.
-
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with the usual modification in the case p “ 8. We further denote by FL2,s “ Hs, which is
equivalent to the usual L2 Sobolev spaces through Plancherel’s identity.
We will often identify f “
ř
k fkek with an element pfkqkPZ2 of the countably infinite space
C
Z2 and hence need to consider functions φ of the state variables pfkqkPZ2 . We call φ a
cylindrical test function if φ is a smooth and compactly supported function of finitely many
of the state variables pfkq. If φ is cylindrical, we define its gradient Dφ by
Dφ :“
ÿ
kPZ2
0
pDkφqek :“
ÿ
kPZ2
0
Bφ
Bfk
ek.
1.1.2. Probabilistic Tools. Given a real-valued stochastic process pXtqtě0, its quadratic vari-
ation prXstqtě0 is defined to be
(1.5) rXst :“ lim
ǫÑ0
ż t
0
1
ǫ
pXτ`ǫ ´Xτ q
2 dτ,
where the convergence is uniform on compacts in probability. IfX is a continuous martingale,
then this definition of the quadratic variation recovers the usual semimartingale quadratic
variation of X .
We also recall here the Doob Martingale Inequality.
Theorem 1.2. (c.f. [33]) Suppose that pXtqtPr0,T s is a real-valued submartingale. Then
P
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
Xt ěM
¸
ď
EpXT _ 0q
M
.
Accordingly, for 1 ă p ă 8,
}XT }LppPq ď
››››› suptPr0,T sXt
›››››
LppPq
ď
p
p´ 1
}XT }LppPq.
We will also have occasion to use the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality:
Theorem 1.3. (c.f. [40]) If Mt is a local martingale with M0 “ 0 and we denote ST “
maxtPr0,T s |Mt|, then for any 1 ď p ă 8 there is a constant Cp for which
(1.6) C´1p EprMs
p
2
t q ď EpS
p
t q ď CpEprMs
p
2
t q.
2. Streamline formulation with small viscosity and noise
We note that the mean of θ is constant in time, and so without loss of generality we
only study solutions with mean zero. This will help to avoid technical problems with low
frequencies. Regarding θ as analogous to the scalar vorticity in the 2D Euler equation, we
find it advantageous to introduce the streamline ψ “ |D|´1θ. The streamline ψ then satisfies
the following equation:
(2.1) dψt ` |D|
2δψt dx` |D|
´1p∇Kψt ¨∇q|D|ψt dx` |D|
δ´1dWt “ 0.
Introduce the following abbreviated notation for the nonlinear term:
(2.2) Bpψ, ψ1q :“ ´|D|´1p∇Kψ ¨∇q|D|ψ1.
4
Recall the L2pT2q orthonormal basis pekqkPZ2 and expand ψ “
ř
k ψkek and Bpψq “ř
k Bkpψqek. Using the symmetry in the following sums in h1 and h2 as well as the identity
phK
2
¨ h1q “ ph
KK
2
¨ hK
1
q “ ´phK
1
¨ h2q gives
Bkpψq “
ÿ
h1`h2“k
´|k|´1phK
1
¨ h2q|h2|ψh1ψh2
“
1
2
ÿ
h1`h2“k
´|k|´1phK
1
¨ h2q|h2|ψh1ψh2 ´ |k|
´1phK
2
¨ h1q|h1|ψh1ψh2(2.3)
“
1
2
ÿ
h1`h2“k
|k|´1phK
1
¨ h2qp|h1| ´ |h2|qψh1ψh2 .
For brevity we introduce the coefficients
(2.4) αh1,h2,k :“ |k|
´1phK
1
¨ h2qp|h1| ´ |h2|q
so that
(2.5) Bkpψq “
ÿ
h1`h2“k
αh1,h2,kψh1ψh2 .
By construction we have αh1,h2,k “ αh2,h1,k, and B´kpψ, ψq “ Bkpψ, ψq. Therefore when
regarded as a vector field in frequency, Bpψ, ψq is formally divergence-free:
divpBpψ, ψqq “
ÿ
k
kBkpψ, ψq “
ÿ
k
´kB´kpψ, ψq “ ´divpBpψ, ψqq.
We introduce the following Gaussian measure ρ which is built using the conserved H1
norm of the streamline function1
(2.6)
ż
eixf,ψydρpfq “ e´
1
2
}ψ}2
H1 “ exp
˜
´
1
2
ÿ
k
|k|2|ψk|
2
¸
,
and is also characterized by the integration by parts formula2
(2.7)
ż
DkF pψq dρpψq “
ż
|k|2ψ´kF pψq dρpψq.
First introduce the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator associated to our equation, defined for
any cylindrical function φ of the stream function ψ:
1This is equivalent to the L2 norm of θ.
2Here the appearance of the factor ψ´k is due to the fact that in the integration by parts, the only terms in
the exponential that appear in the calculation are
1
2
|ψk|
2 `
1
2
|ψ´k|
2 “ ψkψ´k,
where we have also used the reality condition ψk “ ψ´k.
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(2.8) L0φpψq :“
ÿ
k
|k|2δp|k|2ψkDkφpψq ` DkD´kφpψqq.
We also introduce the Mallevin-Sobolev norm
(2.9) E δpφqpψq :“
1
2
ÿ
k
|k|2δ|Dkφpψq|
2.
The expression E δpφqpψq is chosen with respect to the Gaussian measure ρ so that the
following integration by parts formula holds:ż
φpψqL0φpψq dµpψq “
ż
E
δpφqpψq dµpψq.
For further details consult [25].
3. The Truncated Systems : Construction and Global Existence
We will construct solutions to (2.1) by extracting a candidate from a sequence of solutions
to a frequency truncated version of (2.1). To that end, for N ě 1 denote
(3.1) ΠN pfq “
ÿ
|k|ďN
fkek
and the truncated nonlinearity by
BN pf, gq “ ΠNBpΠNf,ΠNgq.
We introduce
(3.2)
#
dψpNq “ ´|D|2δψpNqdt`BN pψ
pNqqdt´ |D|δ´1dWt
ψpNqp0q “ ψ0,
where the initial data ψ0 has distribution ρ. Then we can decompose the approximate
solution
ψpNq “ ΠNψ
pNq ` pI ´ ΠN qψ
pNq :“ vpNq ` zpNq
so that each component of zpNq is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process satisfying#
dzpNq “ ´|D|2δzpNqdt´ pI ´ ΠN q|D|
δ´1dWt
zpNqp0q “ pI ´ ΠNqψ0,
where ψ0 “
ř
k ψ0,kek, and v
pNq satisfies the finite dimensional system
(3.3)
#
dvpNq “ ´|D|2δvpNqdt`BNpvpNqqdt´ |D|δ´1ΠNdWt
v
pNq
0
“ ΠNψ0.
One can then explicitly check that zpNqpekq “ ψ0pekq has marginal distribution ρk; in partic-
ular the zk are independent and stationary. At this point we can show that solutions to the
truncated system are global.
Proposition 3.1. For each N ě 1 and T ą 0, the finite dimensional processes vpNq solving
(3.3) is almost surely defined on r0, T s.
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Proof. We proceed by energy estimate and calculate using Ito’s Lemma that
1
2
dp}vpNqptq}2L2q “ ´}|D|
δv
pNq
k ptq}
2
L2 dt` xv
pNq
k ptq, BNpv
pNq
k ptqqyL2 dt
´ xv
pNq
k ptq, |D|
δ´1ΠNdWtyL2 ` xx|D|
δ´1W yyt dt.
As xv
pNq
k ptq, BNpv
pNq
k ptqqyL2 “ 0, we have
1
2
dp}vpNqptq}2L2q ď xv
pNqptq, |D|δ´1ΠNdWtyL2 `
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2δ´2 dt.
Integrate in time on some interval r0, ts on which vpNq exists; then we have
1
2
}vpNqptq}2L2 ď
1
2
}vpNqp0q}2L2 `
ż t
0
xvpNqpτq, |D|δ´1ΠNdWτyL2 ` t
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2δ´2.
Then for t P r0, T s we have using Doob’s martingale maximal inequality that
Eρ
«
sup
tPr0,T s
}vpNqptq}4L2
ff
ď 2Eρr}v
pNqp0q}4L2s ` 4Eρ
»
– sup
tPr0,T s
˜ż t
0
ÿ
k
v
pNq
k |k|
δ´1dWt
¸
2
fi
fl` 4N4δT 2
ď 2Eρr}v
pNqp0q}4L2s ` 16Eρ
»
–˜ż T
0
ÿ
k
v
pNq
k |k|
δ´1dWt
¸
2
fi
fl` 4N4δT 2
“ 2Eρr}v
pNqp0q}4L2s ` 16
ż T
0
Eρr}|D|
δ´1vpNqptq}2L2s dt` 4N
4δT 2
ď 2Eρr}v
pNqp0q}4L2s ` 16
ż T
0
Eρr}v
pNqptq}2L2s dt` 4N
4δT 2,
and this a priori bound is sufficient to extend the solution almost surely to r0, T s for arbi-
trarily chosen T . 
4. Infinitesimal Invariance of the Gaussian Measure under the Truncated
Flow
We would also like to show that each solution ψpNq to (3.2) has stationary distribution ρ.
The full flow corresponding to the truncated mSQG above is
(4.1) LNφpψq :“ L0φpψq ` xB
Npψq,∇φpψqyH1,
where L0 is the untruncated Orenstein-Uhlenbeck generator
(4.2) L0φpψq :“
ÿ
k
|k|2δp|k|2ψkDkφpψq ` DkD´kφpψqq.
Proposition 4.1. The Gaussian measure ρ is infinitesimally invariant under LN . That is,
for every cylindrical test function ψ, EρrLNφpψqs “ 0.
Proof. It suffices to show that EρpL0φpψqq “ 0 and EρpxBnpψq,∇φpψqyq “ 0.
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First we show that EρpL0φpψqq “ 0. Without loss of generality we may take φ “
φpψ1, . . . , ψmq “ φpψ
pmqq; then we have with integration by parts that
EρpL0φpψqq “
ż
L0φpψq dρmpψ
pmqq
“
ż ÿ
|k|ďm
|k|2δ
`
|k|2ψkDkφpψq ` DkD´kφpψq
˘
e´
1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2dψ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dψm
“
ż ÿ
|k|ďm
|k|2δ
`
|k|2ψkDkφpψq ` p´|k|
2ψkqDkφpψq
˘
e´
1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2dψ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dψm
“ 0.
Next we show that EρpxBNpψq,∇φpψqyq “ 0. We have
(4.3)
ż
divρpBN pψqqφpψq dρmpψ
pmqq “
ż
xBNpψq,∇φpψqyH1 dρmpψ
pmqq
by the definition of the cylindrical Gaussian function ρ. We calculate explicitly thatż
xBNpψq,∇φpψqyH1 dρmpψ
pmqq “
ż
x|D|2BNpψq,∇φpψqyL2 dρmpψ
pmqq
“
ż
xBNpψq, |D|
2
∇φpψqyL2 e
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2dψ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dψm
“
ż
xBNpψqe
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |
2
,∇p|D|2φpψqqyL2 dψ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dψm
“
ż
div
´
BNpψqe
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |
2
¯
|D|2φpψq dψ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ dψm,
where div now denotes the divergence with respect to the standard inner product on Rp2N`1q
2
.
But now
div
´
BN pψqe
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |
2
¯
“ divpBNpψqqe
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2 `BNpψq ¨∇
´
e´
1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2
¯
“ divpBNpψqqe
´ 1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2 ´ xBNpψq, |k|
2ψy
´
e´
1
2
ř
|j|ďm |j|
2 |ψj |2
¯
.
This last expression vanishes entirely, as the first term vanishes since divpBNpψqq “ 0, and
the second term vanishes since x|D|BNpψq, |D|ψy “ 0. 
5. Definition of Energy Solutions and Outline of Argument
We will use the above sequence of approximate solutions pψpNqq to construct candidate
solutions to the streamline SQG equation (2.1). The sense of solution that we will pursue
here is the energy solution used in [24]. Such a solution is a particular kind of process called
a controlled process, so named since such processes can be regarded as a perturbations of the
Orenstein-Uhlenbeck process generated by the linearization of (2.1).
Definition 5.1. (Controlled processes to SQG). (c.f. [24,25]) We call ψ a controlled process
on r0, T s to (2.1) if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) The distribution of ψt is the Gaussian measure ρ.
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(2) There exists a stochastic process A P Cpr0, T s : S 1q of zero quadratic variation for
which A0 “ 0 at time t “ 0 and for which the process M
` defined for each cylindrical
test function φ by
(5.1) M`t pφq :“ ψtpφq ´ ψ0pφq ´
ż t
0
ψτ p´|D|
2δφq dτ ´Atpφq
is a martingale with respect to the filtration generated by ψ and with quadratic vari-
ation rM`pφqst “ t}φ}
2
H1´δ
.
(3) If ψt and At in (5.1) are replaced by the time reversed processes ψT´t and ´AT´t
respectively, then the corresponding process M´ is also a martingale with respect to
the filtration generated by u´t with quadratic variation rM
´pφqst “ t}φ}
2
H1´δ
.
We denote the set of all controlled processes by Rδp0, T q.
Using the sequence of approximate solutions from the last section, we will show in the
sequel that for any δ ą 0, the sequenceż t
0
BNpψpNqτ , ψ
pNq
τ q dτ
converges in a suitable Fourier-Lebesgue space almost surely as N Ñ 8.3 We denote this
limit by ż t
0
Bpψτ , ψτ q dτ.
Then we can make precise our notion of energy solution:
Definition 5.2. (Energy Solution). (c.f. [24, 25]) A controlled process ψ P Rδp0, T q is an
energy solution to (2.1) if almost surely the following compatibility condition holds for all
cylindrical test functions φ:
(5.2) Atpφq “
Bż t
0
Bpψτ , ψτ q dτ, φ
F
.
6. The Key Cancellation of Controlled Processes
The controlled processes ansatz allows us to reduce estimates of the time-integral of the
nonlinearity of (2.1) to estimates on martingales, for which we have the tools to provide
better estimates.
Let h : r0, T s ˆ ΠNpL
2q Ñ C be a smooth cylindrical function which is intended to stand
in for functions of the frequency truncated nonlinearities appearing in (3.2).
Suppose that ψ P Rδp0, T q is given. We would like to derive an expression that expands
the time-integrated nonlinearity using the definition of controlled processes. To do so, we
3Although it might appear that this limit depends on the particular method of frequency truncation we have
taken here, it is not difficult to show that the limit resulting from a sequence of truncations consisting of any
compact exhaustion of Z2
0
agree. Hence any reasonable Galerkin approximation to (2.1) recovers the same
notion of energy solution.
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use Ito’s Lemma and property (2) of the Definition 5.1 of controlled processes allows us to
express hpΠNψt, tq as
(6.1)
hpΠNψt, tq “ hpΠNψ0, 0q `
ż t
0
pBτ ` L
pNq
0
qhpΠNψτ , τq dτ `
ż t
0
DhpΠNψτ , τq ¨ dpΠNAτq `M
`
t ,
where here
(6.2) L
pNq
0
φpψq :“
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2δp|k|2ψkDkφpψq ` DkD´kφpψqq,
where the martingale M` has quadratic variation
(6.3) rM`st “
ż t
0
pE δqpNqphp¨, τqqpΠNψτ q dτ,
and where
(6.4) pE δqpNqpφqpψq :“
1
2
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2δ|Dkφpψq|
2.
Similarly, using property (3) of the definition of controlled processes and proceeding in the
same way, we arrive at the relation
hpΠNψT´t, T ´ tq “ hpΠNψT , T q `
ż t
0
p´Bτ ` L
pNq
0
qhpΠNψT´τ , T ´ τq dτ
´
ż t
0
DhpΠNψT´τ , T ´ τq ¨ dpΠNAT´τq `M
´
t ,
where
(6.5) rM´st “
ż t
0
pE δqpNqphp¨, T ´ τqqpΠNψT´τ q dτ.
We can express the time derivative of the nonlinearity in terms of the above martingales
alone by writing
(6.6) 2
ż t
0
L
pNq
0
hpΠNψτ , τq dτ “ ´M
`
t `M
´
T´t ´M
´
T .
This is the key representation which permits us control of the nonlinearity using martingale
estimates.
7. Martingale Estimates and the Ito Trick for Controlled Processes
We now show how martingale estimates permit good control over the time integral of the
nonlinearity.
Proposition 7.1. (The “Ito Trick”). Let h : r0, T s ˆ ΠNpL
2q be a cylindrical function and
let ψ P Rδp0, T q be given. Then for any p ě 1,
(7.1)
››››› suptPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
L0hpΠnψτ , τq dτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
›››››
Lppρq
ď CpT
1
2 sup
tPr0,T s
}E δphp¨, tqq}
1
2
L
p
2 pρq
.
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If in addition h takes the form hpψ, tq “ eapT´tqh˜pψq for some a P R, then the above estimate
can be improved to read
(7.2)
››››› suptPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
eapT´τqL0h˜pΠnψτ q dτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
›››››
Lppρq
ď Cp
ˆ
1´ e2aT
2a
˙ 1
2
sup
tPr0,T s
}E δphp¨, tqq}
1
2
L
p
2 pρq
.
Proof. By using the key representation (6.6), the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, and
our expressions for the quadratic variations of the martingales M` and M´ we find that››››› suptPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
2L0hpΠnψτ , τq dτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
›››››
Lppρq
ď
››››› suptPr0,T s |M`t |
›››››
Lppρq
` 2
››››› suptPr0,T s |M´t |
›››››
Lppρq
ď Cp
ˆ
}rM`st}
1
2
L
p
2 pρq
` }rM`st}
1
2
L
p
2 pρq
˙
ď Cp
››››
ż t
0
E
δphp¨, τqqpψτ q dτ
››››
1
2
L
p
2 pρq
ď Cp
ˆż t
0
}E δphp¨, τqqpψτ q}L
p
2 pρq
dτ
˙ 1
2
.
For the more general estimate we simply estimate so thatˆż t
0
}F pτq}dτ
˙ 1
2
ď T
1
2 sup
r0,T s
}F },
and in the more specific case F pψ, tq “ eapT´tqF˜ pψq we estimate as in
ˆż t
0
eapT´τq}F˜ pτq}dτ
˙ 1
2
ď
ˆż t
0
eapT´τq dτ
˙ 1
2
sup
r0,T s
}F˜ }.

8. Application to Estimating the SQG Nonlinearity
In the previous section we have shown that, by restricting to studying controlled solutions,
we may control quantities of the form L0hpψq in terms of the expectation of E
δphpψqq. This
motivates us to search for some quantity HN for which we can write L0H
N “ BN . Since
such an HN satisfies a Poisson-like equation with forcing term BN , we expect HN to be
more regular than BN . Motivated by [24], we choose
(8.1) HNpψq “ ´
ż 8
0
BN pe´|D|
2`2δtψq dt.
We now verify that with this definition, we have indeed that
Proposition 8.1. L0H
Npψq “ BNpψq.
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Proof. We first check the identity DkD´kB
N pe´|D|
2`2δtψq “ 0 as follows: for |k| ď N we have
DkD´kB
Npe´|D|
2`2δtψq
“ ´DkD´kΠN |D|
´1p∇K expp´|D|2`2δtqψpNq ¨∇q|D| expp´|D|2`2δtqψpNq
“ Dk
˜
|D|´1ppikqK expp´|k|2`2δtqe´k ¨∇q|D| expp´|D|
2`2δtqψpNq
` |D|´1p∇K expp´|D|2`2δtqψpNq ¨ ikq|k| expp´|k|2`2δtqe´k
¸
“ |D|´1ppikqK expp´|k|2`2δtqe´k ¨ pikqq|k| expp´|k|
2`2δtqek
` |D|´1ppikqK expp´|k|2`2δtqek ¨ pikqq|k| expp´|k|
2`2δtqe´k
“ 2|D|´1|k| expp´2|k|2`2δtqpkK ¨ kq
“ 0,
and for |k| ą N the expression is 0 immediately. This simplifies our verification of the fact
that L0H
N “ BN . Indeed, writing Sδptq “ e
´|D|2`2δt, we have
L0H
Npψq
“ ´
ż 8
0
L0B
N pSδptqψq dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2`2δSδptqψkDkB
NpSδptqψq dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2`2δSδptqψk
ÿ
|j|ďN
DkBjpSδptqψqej dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2`2δSδptqψk
ÿ
|j|ďN
j1`j2“jÿ
|j1|,|j2|ďN
αj1,j2,jDkpSδptqψj1Sδptqψj2qej dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
|k|2`2δSδptqψk
ÿ
|j|ďN
2αk,j´k,jSδptqψ
pNq
j´kej dt
“
ż 8
0
ÿ
|j|ďN
¨
˝ ÿ
|k|ďN
2|k|2`2δαk,j´k,jSδptqψ
pNq
k Sδptqψ
pNq
j´k
˛
‚ej dt
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“ ´
ż 8
0
ÿ
|j|ďN
˜ ÿ
|k|ďN
αk,j´k,jp´|k|
2`2δqSδptqψ
pNq
k Sδptqψ
pNq
j´k
`
ÿ
|k|ďN
αk,j´k,jSδptqψ
pNq
k p´|j ´ k|
2`2δqSδptqψ
pNq
j´k
¸
ej dt
“ ´
ż 8
0
d
dt
BNpSδptqψq dt
“ BN pSδp0qψq ´ lim
tÑ8
BNpSδptqψq
“ BN pψq.
We note that in in the above derivation we have used the identity
Dke
´|D|2`2δtψk “ e
´|D|2`2δt
Dkψk “ e
´|D|2`2δt1 “ 1,
which holds in the sense of tempered distributions. 
We use this relation to provide exponential type bounds on the Malliavin-Sobolev norm
appearing in the Ito trick.
Proposition 8.2. Fix N ą 1 and k with |k| ď N . There is a λ ą 0 sufficiently small
depending on δ ą 0 so that
Eρ exp
´
λ|k|2δE δpHN,˘k qpψq
¯
is uniformly bounded in k and N . Moreover if M ă N , then there is a λ ą 0 sufficiently
small depending on δ ą 0 so that
Eρ exp
´
λ|k|2δE δpHN,˘k ´H
M,˘
k qpψq
¯
is uniformly bounded in k, N , and M .
Proof. Directly manipulating the definition of HN gives the following explicit expression:
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HNpψq :“ ´
ż 8
0
BNpe´|D|
2`2δtψq dt
“ ´
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
Bkpe
´|D|2`2δtψpNqqek dt
“ ´
ż 8
0
ÿ
|k|ďN
ÿ
j
αk,j,k´je
´p|j|2`2δ`|k´j|2`2δqtψ
pNq
j ψ
pNq
k´jek dt
“ ´
ÿ
|k|ďN
ÿ
j
αk,j,k´j
ż 8
0
e´p|j|
2`2δ`|k´j|2`2δqt dt ψ
pNq
j ψ
pNq
k´jek
“ ´
ÿ
|k|ďN
ÿ
j
αk,j,k´j
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
ψ
pNq
j ψ
pNq
k´jek
“
ÿ
|k|ďN
ÿ
j
|k|´1pjK ¨ pk ´ jqqp|k ´ j| ´ |j|q
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
ψ
pNq
j ψ
pNq
k´jek
“
ÿ
|k|ďN
ÿ
j1`j2“k
|k|´1pjK
1
¨ j2qp|j2| ´ |j1|q
|j1|2`2δ ` |j2|2`2δ
ψ
pNq
j1
ψ
pNq
j2
ek.
Now denote by HNpψq˘k the real and imaginary parts of the k-th component of Hpψq,
respectively. If we adopt the convention i` “ 1 and i´ “ i, then since both ψ and HNpψq
are real-valued we have for |k| ď N that
HNpψq˘k “
HNpψqk ˘HNpψqk
2i˘
“
HNpψqk ˘H
Npψq´k
2i˘
“
1
2|k|i˘
ÿ
j1`j2“k
pjK
1
¨ j2qp|j2| ´ |j1|q
|j1|2`2δ ` |j2|2`2δ
pψ
pNq
j1
ψ
pNq
j2
˘ ψ
pNq
´j1
ψ
pNq
´j2
q.
We recall that our martingales are bounded by quantities of the form
(8.2) E δpH˘k qpψq :“
1
2
ÿ
jPZ
|j|2δ|DjHpψq
˘
k |
2;
we now expand this quantity explicitly using the above characterization of HN . We have
first that
DjpH
Npψq˘k q “
1
|k|i˘
ˆ
pjK ¨ pk ´ jqqp|k ´ j| ´ |j|q
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
ψ
pNq
k´j ˘
pjK ¨ p´k ´ jqqp|k ` j| ´ |j|q
|j|2`2δ ` |k ` j|2`2δ
ψ
pNq
´k´j
˙(8.3)
“:
1
|k|i˘
´
βk,jψ
pNq
k´j ˘ βk,´jψ
pNq
´k´j
¯
.
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Using the symmetries βk,´j “ βk,j and |ψl|
2 “ |ψ´l|
2, we have
E
δpH˘k qpψq “
1
2
ÿ
jPZ2
|j|2δ|DjpH
Npψq˘k q|
2
ď
ÿ
jPZ2
˘
|j|2δ
|k|2
´
β2k,j|ψ
pNq
k´j|
2 ` β2k,´j|ψ
pNq
´k´j |
2
¯
“ 2
ÿ
jPZ2
˘
|j|2δ
|k|2
β2k,j|ψ
pNq
k´j|
2
“ 2
ÿ
jPZ2
˘
|j|2δ
|k|2
ˆ
pjK ¨ pk ´ jqqp|k ´ j| ´ |j|q
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
˙2
|ψ
pNq
k´j |
2(8.4)
“ 2
ÿ
jPZ2
˘
|j|2δ
|k|2|k ´ j|2
ˆ
pjK ¨ pk ´ jqqp|k ´ j| ´ |j|q
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
˙2
|ψ
pNq
k´j |
2|k ´ j|2
“:
ÿ
jPZ2
γk,j|ψ
pNq
k´j |
2|k ´ j|2.
Notice that we may bound the coefficient γk,j as follows:
γk,j À
|j|2δ
|k|2|k ´ j|2
ˆ
|j||k ´ j||k|
|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δ
˙2
ď
|j|2`2δ
p|j|2`2δ ` |k ´ j|2`2δq2
.
As a consequence we have
ÿ
jPZ
γk,j ď
ż
R2
|x|2`2δ
p|x|2`2δ ` |k ´ x|2`2δq2
dx
“ |k|´2δ
ż
R2
|y|2`2δ
p|y|2`2δ ` |k{|k| ´ y|2`2δq2
dy
À |k|´2δ,
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uniformly in k. Using this, we now proceed to give exponential bounds for the quantity
E δpHN,˘k qpψq. We have
Eρ exp
´
λ|k|2δE δpHN,˘k qpψq
¯
(8.5)
ď Eρ exp
˜
λ|k|2δ
ÿ
jPZ2
γk,j|ψ
pNq
k´j |
2|k ´ j|2
¸
(8.6)
ď Eρ exp
˜
Cλ
ř
jPZ2 γk,j|ψ
pNq
k´j|
2|k ´ j|2ř
jPZ2 γk,j
¸
(8.7)
ď
ř
jPZ2 γk,jEρpexppCλ|ψ
pNq
k´j|
2|k ´ j|2qqř
jPZ2 γk,j
,(8.8)
where in (8.7) we used the estimate on
ř
j γj,k, and in (8.8) we used Jensen’s inequality. Now
since ψk´j is distributed according to our Gaussian measure, it has mean zero and variance
|k ´ j|´2, we have that for sufficiently small λ the expectation EρpexppCλ|ψk´j|
2|k´ j|2qq is
uniformly bounded in k, j. Thus the expectation (8.5) is uniformly bounded in k.
Next we estimate differences of the truncated operator. We can write using indicator
functions that
(8.9) HNpψq˘k “
1
2|k|i˘
ÿ
j1`j2“k
1|k|,|j1|,|j2|ďN
pjK
1
¨ j2qp|j2| ´ |j1|q
|j1|2`2δ ` |j2|2`2δ
pψj1ψj2 ˘ ψ´j1ψ´j2q.
Using the notation γk,j introduced in (8.4), we can estimate for any M ď N the difference
(8.10) E δpHNpψqk ´H
Mpψqkq À
ÿ
jPZ2
p1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN ´ 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďMq
2γk,j|ψk´j|
2|k ´ j|2.
We coarsely estimate the difference of the indicator functions above by writing
1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN ´ 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďM ď 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN1t|k|ąM or |j|ąM or |k´j|ąMu
ď 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďNp1|k|ąM ` 1|j|ąM ` 1|k´j|ąMq
ď 1|k|ąM ` 1|j|ąM ` 1|k´j|ąM .
In preparation for controlling the expectation of (8.10) as did for (8.5), we estimate the
quantity ÿ
jPZ2
p1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN ´ 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďMq
2γk,j
À 1|k|ąM
ż
R2
|x|2`2δ
p|x|2`2δ ` |k ´ x|2`2δq2
dx`
ż
|x|ąM
|x|2`2δ
p|x|2`2δ ` |k ´ x|2`2δq2
dx
ď |k|´2δ1|k|ąM `
ż
|x|ąM
dx
|x|2`2δ
Àδ M
´2δ.
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This gives us the estimate
Eρ exppλM
2δ
E
δpHNpψqk ´H
Mpψqkqq
ď
ř
jPZ2p1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN ´ 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďMq
2γk,jEρpexppCλ|ψk´j|
2|k ´ j|2qqř
jPZ2p1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďN ´ 1|k|,|j|,|k´j|ďMq
2γk,j
,
and so for sufficiently small λ this quantity is uniformly bounded in k, N , and M . 
We can use these exponential estimates to derive further bounds on small-time differences
of the time integral of the nonlinearity. These will permit us to show the compactness needed
to extract our candidate solution.
Proposition 8.3. Let p P N be given. Denote GMptqk :“
şt
0
BMpψpτqqk dt and GN,Mptqk “
GNptqk ´GMptqk for N ąM . Then we have the following estimates:
(a) } suptPr0,T sGMptqk}L2ppρq À MT .
(b) } suptPr0,T s |GMptqk|}L2ppρq À |k|
´δT
1
2 .
(c) For every N ąM , } suptPr0,T s |GN,Mptqk|}L2ppρq À |k|
´δT
1
2 .
(d) For all t1, t2 so that |t2 ´ t1| is sufficiently small depending on N and δ, we have
supNě0 } suptPr0,T s |GN pt2qk ´GNpt1qk|}L2ppρq À |t2 ´ t1|
1`2δ
2`2δ .
Proof. To prove (a), notice that we first have using (2.3) the coarse bound
}BMpψqk}
2p
L2ppρq
ď
¨
˝ pź
j“1
1|h1,j |,|h2,j|ěM
|k|
ÿ
h1,j`h2,j“k
phi,j ¨ h
K
2,jqp|h1,j| ´ |h2,j |q
˛
‚ż ˜ pź
j“1
|ψh1,jψh2,j |
¸
dρpψq
Àp
¨
˝ pź
j“1
ÿ
h1,j`h2,j“k
1|h1,j |,|h2,j|ěMphi,j ¨ h
K
2,jq
|h1,j | ´ |h2,j|
|k|
˛
‚˜ pź
j“1
1
|h1,j ||h2,j|
¸
À
pź
j“1
ÿ
h1,j`h2,j“k
1|h1,j |,|h2,j |ěM
˜
h1,j
|h1,j |
¨
hK
2,j
|h2,j |
¸
|h1,j| ´ |h2,j |
|k|
À
pź
j“1
ÿ
h1,j`h2,j“k
1|h1,j |,|h2,j |ěM
Àp M
2p
from which, if we denote GMptq :“
şt
0
BMpψpτqq dt we have whenever 0 ď t ď T that
(8.11) } sup
tPr0,T s
|GM ptqk|}L2ppρq ď
ż T
0
}BMpψpτqqk}L2ppρq dτ ďMT.
We can also estimate this term in a different way in (b) using the fact that L0HM “ BM
along with the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality as follows:
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››››› suptPr0,T s |GMpψptqqk|
›››››
L2ppρq
“
››››› suptPr0,T s
ż t
0
L0HMpψpτqkq dτ
›››››
L2ppρq
Àp
››››
ż T
0
E
δpHMpψpτqqkq dτ
››››
1
2
Lppρq
Àp T
1
2
´››E δpHMpψpτqqkq››Lppρq
¯ 1
2
.
Now we may use the elementary inequality |f |p Àp e
f and Proposition 8.2 (and reintroduce
the small quantity λ depending on δ appearing in that proposition) to further estimate that››››› suptPr0,T s |GMpψptqqk|
›››››
L2ppρq
Àp,δ T
1
2 |k|´δ
ˆż
eλ|k|
2δEδpHM pψpτqqkqdρpψq
˙ 1
2p
ď |k|´δT
1
2 .
Applying the exact same argument using the difference estimate yields inequality (c). To
show (d), we interpolate between (a) and (c) by writing, GN,Mptqk :“ GN ptqk´GMptqk with
M ă |k| ă N ,
}GNpt2qk ´GN pt1qk}L2ppρq ď }GMpt2qk ´GMpt1qk}L2ppρq ` }GN,Mpt2qk ´GN,Mpt1qk}L2ppρq
À M |t2 ´ t1| `M
´δ|t2 ´ t1|
1
2 ,
and choosing M „ |t2 ´ t1|
´ 1
2p1`δq to balance the two terms yields (d). 
We can perform almost exactly the same estimates for the semigroup convolution of the
drift term. Denote
(8.12) G˜Mptq “
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqBMpψpτqq dτ.
Then we have
Proposition 8.4. Let p P N be given. Then we have the following estimates:
(a) } sup0ďtďT G˜Mptqk}L2ppρq À M
´
1´e´|k|
´2δT
2|k|2δ
¯
.
(b) } sup
0ďtďT G˜Mptqk}L2ppρq À |k|
´δ
´
1´e´|k|
´2δT
2|k|2δ
¯ 1
2
.
(c) For every N ąM , } sup
0ďtďT G˜N,Mptqk}L2ppρq À |k|
´δ
´
1´e´|k|
´2δT
2|k|2δ
¯ 1
2
.
(d) For any ǫ P p0, 1q and |t2 ´ t1| ď 1, we have
}G˜Npt2qk ´ G˜Npt1qk}L2ppρq À |k|
´2δ`2δǫ|t2 ´ t1|
ǫ.
Proof. Parts (a), (b), (c) are a line by line reproof of the previous proposition, except that
instead of using sup
0ďtďT
şt
0
dτ “ T to coarsely estimate the time integrals, we use the boundż t
0
e´|k|
2δpt´τq dτ “
1´ e´|k|
´2δt
2|k|2δ
.
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To show part (d), we consider time differences in the semigroup convolution with the drift.
Without loss of generality we consider times t1, t2 P r0, T s satisfying |t2 ´ t1| ď 1. Then,
by following the proof of (b) in the previous proposition and by using (b) above, we can
estimate as follows:
}G˜Npt2qk ´ G˜Npt1qk}L2ppρq
ď
››››
ż t2
t1
e´|k|
2δpt2´τqBNpψτ , ψτ q dτ
››››
L2ppρq
` pe´|k|
2δ|t2´t1| ´ 1q
›››G˜Npt1qk›››
L2ppρq
À |k|´δ|t2 ´ t1|
1
2 ` pe´|k|
2δ|t2´t1| ´ 1q|k|´2δ
À |t2 ´ t1|
1
2 .
However, we can also coarsely estimate each term in the difference by (b), yielding the bound
(8.13) }G˜Npt2qk ´ G˜Npt1qk}L2ppρq À |k|
´2δ.
Interpolating between these two bounds then gives the desired result. 
We pause to note that these propositions give us sufficient control of the truncated drifts
to construct our candidate for the drift of our energy solution.
Proposition 8.5. Suppose that ψ P Rδp0, T q is given, and let ǫ ą 0 be given. Then there
exists a process which we denote by
şt
0
Bpψτ , ψτ q dτ for which
lim
NÑ8
ż t
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ q dτ “
ż t
0
Bpψτ q dτ,
with the convergence being in the sense of L2pρ Cpr0, T s,FL
2p,0q for p ą δ´1. In particular the
convergence is in the sense of Cpr0, T s,FL8,0q almost surely.
Proof. Note that by Proposition 8.3 (c) with t2 “ T and t1 “ 0 we have when M ă N that
›››› sup
0ďtďT
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
BNpψτ qkdτ ´
ż t
0
BMpψτ qkdτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
››››
L2ppρq
À |k|´δT
1
2 .
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Then we can calculate that there is a random time t˚ “ t˚pN,M, ǫq P r0, T s for which we
can estimate whenever pδ ą 1 that››››› suptPr0,T s
››››
ż t
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ qkdτ ´
ż t
0
BMpψ
pMq
τ qkdτ
››››
ℓ2p
›››››
2p
L2ppρq
ď
››››
››››
ż t˚
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ qkdτ ´
ż t˚
0
BM pψ
pMq
τ qkdτ
››››
ℓ2p
` ǫ
››››
2p
L2ppρq
ď 22p
˜››››
››››
ż t˚
0
BN pψ
pNq
τ qkdτ ´
ż t˚
0
BMpψ
pMq
τ qkdτ
››››
ℓ2p
››››
2p
L2ppρq
` ǫ2p
¸
“ 22p
¨
˝
›››››
››››
ż t˚
0
BN pψ
pNq
τ qkdτ ´
ż t˚
0
BMpψ
pMq
τ qkdτ
››››
L2ppρq
›››››
2p
ℓ2p
` ǫ2p
˛
‚
ď 22pT
1
2
ÿ
|k|ěM
|k|´2pδ ` 22pǫ2p
À 22pT
1
2
M´2pδ`2
2pδ ´ 2
` 22pǫ2p,
from which we have
}GNp¨q ´GMp¨q}L2ppρqC0t FL2p,0 ď 2T
1
4pM´δ`
1
p ` 2ǫ
ď 2p1` T q
1
8δM´
δ
2 ` 2ǫ
ď 3ǫ,
provided we choose M sufficiently large depending on δ, T , and ǫ. 
9. Extraction of a Candidate Solution
From our sequence of approximate solutions we would like to extract a candidate solution
using compactness. We will need to use the fact that the approximate solutions ψpNq satisfy
the following two Duhamel integral equations:
ψ
pNq
t “ ψ
pNq
0
`
ż t
0
´|D|2δψpNqτ ` |D|
δWτ
“ e´|D|
2δtψ0 `
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqBNpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q dt`
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq|D|δdWτ .(9.1)
Our first step is to establish tightness of the sequence of approximate solutions.
Proposition 9.1. Let δ ą 0. Denote
A
pNq
t :“ GN ptq “
ż t
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q dt
and
A˜
pNq
t :“ G˜Nptq “
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqBN pψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q dt.
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Suppose that the initial data ψ0 P FL
8,2δ´3δǫ. Then for all sufficiently small ǫ depending on
δ, the sequence pψpNq,ApNq, A˜pNqq is tight in Cpr0, T s : Xq, where
X “ FL8,p1´ǫq^p2δ´3δǫq ˆ FL8,δ´2δǫ ˆFL8,2δ´3δǫ.
Proof. By Proposition 8.4(d), we have
}A˜
pNq
t ´ A˜
pNq
t1 }
2p
L
2p
ρ FL2p,2δ´3δǫ
“ Eρ
¨
˝ÿ
kPZ2
0
|k|p2δ´3δǫqp|A˜
pNq
t ´ A˜
pNq
t1 |
p
˛
‚
ď |t ´ t1|ǫp
ÿ
kPZ2
0
|k|´δǫp
ď C|t´ t1|ǫp,
if we choose p sufficiently large depending on δ and ǫ. By the classical Arzela-Ascoli
compactness criterion in abstract Weiner spaces, this demonstrates tightness of pA˜pNqq in
Cpr0, T s : FL2p,2δ´3δǫq for arbitrarily large p, and therefore also in Cpr0, T s : FL8,2δ´3δǫq.
Similarly, Proposition 8.3(d) yields the estimate }A
pNq
t ´A
pNq
t1 }
2p
L
2p
ρ FL2p,δ´2δǫ
ď |t´t1|
1
2 whenever
|t´ t1| is sufficiently small, from which we find that pApNqq is tight in Cpr0, T s : FL8,δ´2δǫq.
By applying the Kolmogorov continuity criterion (c.f. [33]), a routine calculation shows
that the Wiener integral ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq|D|δ´1dWτ
is in Cpr0, T s : FL8,1´ǫq for some ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small. But now applying all of these
estimates to (9.1) implies that pψpNqq is tight in Cpr0, T s : FL8,2δ´3δǫq provided we take
1 ą 2δ and ǫ ą 0 sufficiently small.

Now, using the Prokhorov and Skorohod Lemmas, there are up to a change in the under-
lying probability space stochastic processes pψ,A, A˜q with values in Cpr0, T s : Xq so that
upon passing to a subsequence, pψpNq,ApNq, A˜pNqq Ñ pψ,A, A˜q almost surely. To finish our
proof of existence of solutions, we need only verify that this candidate satisfies the definition
of energy solution.
Proposition 9.2. Let δ ą 0 and T ą 0 be given. There exists a Wiener process W on L2
for which the processes pψ,A, A˜q satisfy the relations
(9.2) ψt “ ψ0 `At ´
ż t
0
|D|2δψτ dτ ` |D|
δ´1Wt
in the sense of Cpr0, T s : FL8,´3ǫδq, as well as
(9.3) ψt “ e
´|D|2δtψ0 ` A˜t `
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq|D|δ´1dWτ
in the sense of Cpr0, T s : FL8,p1´ǫq^p2δ´3ǫδqq, and moreover we have in the distributional
sense that
(9.4) A˜t “
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqdAτ .
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Proof. We take as our candidate solution the triple pψ,A, A˜q constructed above as the limit of
the subsequence pψpNq,ApNq, A˜pNqq. We have already shown by construction that ψpNq Ñ ψ
in Cpr0, T s : FL8,2δ´3δǫq. We next consider the contribution from the Duhamel drift termż t
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q dt´
ż t
0
BMpψτ , ψτ q dt
“
ż t
0
BNpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q ´BMpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q dt
`
ż t
0
BMpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q ´BMpψτ , ψτ q dt
:“ D1 `D2.
We take limMÑ8 lim supNÑ8 and may assume without loss of generality that M ă N .
Now since the functional BM in D2 depends on finitely many frequency components, it is
continuous as a mapping FL8,2δ´3δǫ Ñ FL8,2δ´3δǫ. Hence we have that }D2}FL8,2δ´3δǫ Ñ 0
as N Ñ8, since ψpNq Ñ ψ. Next, estimating as in Proposition 8.5, we have
lim
MÑ8
lim sup
NÑ8
››››
››››
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq
`
BNpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ qk ´BMpψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ qk
˘
dτ
››››
CFL8,2δ´3δǫ
››››
LppPq
“ 0
so that, after possibly passing to another subsequence, D1 Ñ 0 almost surely in CFL
8,2δ´3δǫ.
We observe that by construction A0 “ 0 and by Proposition 8.3(d), At has paths of Ho¨lder
class 1`2δ
2`2δ
ą 1
2
in time when δ ą 0, and so At has zero quadratic variation. Finally, we note
that since each A
pNq
τ converges to Aτ in C
1
2
´
pr0, T s : FL8,2δ´3δǫq, we have for each k P Z2
0
that Bż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqdApNqτ , ek
F
Ñ
Bż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqdAτ , ek
F
,
where the above integrals are taken to be in the sense of Young. 
10. Pathwise Uniqueness in the Highly Diffusive Case
We record here a pathwise uniqueness result for (2.1) with sufficiently strong diffusion,
following the argument of [24]. We take uniqueness in the following sense.
Definition 10.1. (Pathwise Uniqueness) Solutions to (2.1) are pathwise unique in the class
X when, given two energy solutions ψ, ψ˜ defined on a common probability space pΩ,F,Pq
that generate the same Brownian motion W , for which ψp0q “ ψ˜p0q almost surely, the set"
sup
tą0
}ψt ´ ψ˜t}X ą 0
*
is of P-measure zero.
Once pathwise uniqueness is established for mean-zero solutions to (2.1), it follows also
for mean zero solutions of (1.1). Our uniqueness result is then given in
Proposition 10.1. For δ ą 3
2
fixed, let ǫ ą 0 be chosen sufficiently small so that the
conclusion of Proposition 8.4 holds. Then energy solutions (in the sense of Definitions 5.1-
5.2) to (2.1) are pathwise unique in the class FL8,2δ´3δǫ.
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Let ψ, ψ˜ be two energy solutions of (2.1) as in Definition 10.1 with X “ FL8,p´ǫq^p2δ´3δǫq.
Set s “ 2δ´3δǫ. Now ψ˜ was constructed using a sequence of Galerkin approximations ψpNq.
We first claim that there exists a T ą 0 depending on p, ǫ, ψ0 so that ΠN pψt ´ ψ
pNq
t q Ñ 0 in
the sense of Cpr0, T s : FL8,sq almost surely. Once this is established, we will show pathwise
uniqueness holds on arbitrarily long time intervals by a continuity argument.
Step 1 : Pathwise uniqueness on some positive time interval. Denote D
pNq
t “
ΠNpψt ´ ψ
pNq
t q and DN “ }D
pNq
t }L8t FL
8,s
x
. It now suffices to show that DN Ñ 0 as N Ñ 8
for some T ą 0. The difference equation for D
pNq
t , in which the common Brownian motion
W and initial data contributions have cancelled almost surely, reads
D
pNq
t “
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqΠN
`
Bpψτ q ´BN pψ
pNq
τ
˘
dτ
“
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqΠN pBpψτ q ´BpΠNψτ qq dτ `
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqΠN
`
BpΠNψτ q ´BNpψ
pNq
τ q
˘
dτ
“
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τqΠN
`
BpΠNψτ ,ΠNψτ q ´BN pψ
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q
˘
dτ
`ΠN
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq pBpψτ q ´BNpψτ qq dτ
:“
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq
`
BN pΠNψτ , D
pNq
τ q `BNpD
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q
˘
dτ
`ΠNϕ
pNq
t ,
where here we have introduced
(10.1) ϕ
pNq
t :“
ż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq pBpψτ q ´BN pψτ qq dτ.
By Propositions 8.4, (b) and (c), we can for sufficiently large p bound the assumed solution
ϕpNq by
}ϕ
pNq
t pekq}L2p
P
L
2p
t
ď Cpmax
`
|k|´2δ, |k|´δN´δ
˘
,
from which we may interpolate to conclude that for any 0 ď θ ď 1 and sufficiently large p,
}ϕ
pNq
t pekq}L2p
P
L
2p
t
ď Cp|k|
´δp2´θqN´δθ.
If we set
ΦN “ sup
kPZ2
0
|k|2δ´3δǫ}ϕ
pNq
t pekq}L8t ,
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then we may bound ΦN almost surely as follows: for sufficiently large p we have
EP
˜
8ÿ
N“1
NΦ2pN
¸
“
8ÿ
N“1
NEPpΦ
2p
N q
ď
8ÿ
N“1
NEP
˜
sup
kPZ2
0
|k|2δ´4δǫ}ϕ
pNq
t pekq}
p
L8t
¸
“
8ÿ
N“1
N
›››››supkPZ2
0
|k|2δ´3δǫ}ϕ
pNq
t pekq}L8t
›››››
p
L
2p
P
ď
8ÿ
N“1
N sup
kPZ2
0
›››|k|2δ´3δǫ}ϕpNqt pekq}L8t ›››p
L
2p
P
ď Cp
8ÿ
N“1
N´3δǫp
which converges provided we choose p sufficiently large depending on ǫ and δ. Thus almost
surely we have ΦN ď CpN
´ 1
p . The other term can be estimated as follows:
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˆż t
0
e´|D|
2δpt´τq
`
BN pΠNψτ , D
pNq
τ q `BN pD
pNq
τ , ψ
pNq
τ q
˘
dτ
˙
pekq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
e´|k|
2δpt´τq
ÿ
h‰0,k
|αh,k´h,k|
`
|ΠNψτ pehq| |D
pNq
τ pek´hq| ` |D
pNq
τ pehq| |ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
˘
dτ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
e´|k|
2δpt´τq
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h| |h|
`
|ΠNψτ pehq| |D
pNq
τ pek´hq| ` |D
pNq
τ pehq| |ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
˘
dτ
ď sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
e´|k|
2δpt´τq
˜ ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h| |h|
`
|ΠNψτ pehq| |k ´ h|
´s ` |h|´s |ψpNqτ pek´hq|
˘¸
DN dτ
:“ DN |k|
´s
IN pk, T q,
where we have introduced
INpk, T q :“ sup
kPZ2
0
|k|s sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
e´|k|
2δpt´τq
˜ ÿ
h‰0,k
|h| |k ´ h|
`
|ΠNψτ pehq| |k ´ h|
´s ` |h|´s |ψpNqτ pek´hq|
˘¸
dτ.
But then it follows that we have for all N that
(10.2) DN ď IN pk, T qDN ` ΦN .
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We continue to estimate IN ; if we choose s ą 3, then using Ho¨lder’s inequality with respect
to |k ´ h|1´sdt dh and |h|1´sdt dh respectively yields
IN ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ|k|
s sup
tPr0,T s
ˆż t
0
e´p
1|k|2δpt´τq dτ
˙ 1
p1
ˆ
˜ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
|h|p |ΠNψτ pehq|
p
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h|p |ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
p
|h|s´1
dτ
¸ 1
p
ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ|k|
s´2δ{p1 sup
tPr0,T s
˜ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
|h|p |ΠNψτ pehq|
p
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h|p |ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
p
|h|s´1
dτ
¸ 1
p
ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ sup
tPr0,T s
˜ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
|h|p |ΠNψτ pehq|
p
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h|p |ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
p
|h|s´1
dτ
¸ 1
p
,
where we have chosen p sufficiently large so that s ´ 2δ{p1 ď 0. Now by hypercontractivity,
we find that
ErIpN s ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
|h|p Er|ΠNψτ pehq|
ps
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h|p Er|ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
ps
|h|s´1
dτ
ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
|h|p Er|ΠNψτ pehq|
2s
p
2
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
|k ´ h|p Er|ψ
pNq
τ pek´hq|
2s
p
2
|h|s´1
dτ
ď sup
kPZ2
0
Cp,ǫ sup
tPr0,T s
ż t
0
ÿ
h‰0,k
1
|k ´ h|s´1
`
ÿ
h‰0,k
1
|h|s´1
dτ
ď Cp,ǫT,
where since we have chosen s ą 3 the above sums in h converge, provided ǫ is chosen
sufficiently small.
Next, we have from a Borel-Cantelli Lemma argument using the above estimate on INpT q
that INpT q Ñ 0 as T Ñ 0 almost surely, with the rate of convergence depending on p and ǫ.
Accordingly we may choose a time t ą 0 for which Cp,ǫINptq ď
1
2
. The differential inequality
(10.2) then implies that DN Ñ 0 as N Ñ8 almost surely. This establishes the existence of
a time T ą 0 depending on p, ǫ, ψ0 on which pathwise uniqueness holds.
Step 2 : Pathwise uniqueness on time intervals of arbitrary length. In order to
extend this result to an arbitrary time interval r0, T s we use a continuity argument. Fixing
an arbitrary interval r0, T s and initial data ψ0, and denote by ΨT the ensemble of solutions
ψpω, tq in the class Cpr0, T s : FL8,sq for which ψpω, 0q “ ψ0. Since ΨT is nonempty, fix
some particular solution ψptq, and denote the other solutions in ΨT by ψωptq. Suppose that
pathwise uniqueness does not hold: then there exists a first time T˚ ă T for which
P
˜
sup
r0,T˚s
}ψω ´ ψ}FL8,s ą 0
¸
“ 0,
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but for any T P pT˚, T s we have
P
˜
sup
r0,T s
}ψω ´ ψ}FL8,s ą 0
¸
ą 0.
However, if we now apply the uniqueness result proved in Step 1 at time t “ T˚, we see that
there is a nonvacuous interval rT˚, T˚ ` ts with t ą 0 depending on p, ǫ and ψpT˚q for which
P
˜
sup
r0,T˚`ts
}ψω ´ ψ}FL8,s ą 0
¸
“ 0,
which contradicts the assumed maximality of T˚. We conclude that pathwise uniqueness
holds on an interval r0, T s of arbitrary length.
Since we have shown pathwise uniqueness in the class Cpr0, T s : FL8,2δ´3δǫq, it holds a
fortiori in the class Cpr0, T s : FL8,p´ǫq^p2δ´3δǫqq. Finally, by applying this result successively
to a sequence of times T Ñ 8, we conclude that such pathwise unique solutions can be
extended to the class Cpr0,8q : FL8,p´ǫq^p2δ´3δǫqq.
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